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Disclaimer and Funding Statement
This presentation was prepared for the Mountain Plains Mental Health Technology Transfer Center 
(Mountain Plains MHTTC) under a cooperative agreement from the Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). All material appearing in this presentation, except that taken 
directly from copyrighted sources, is in the public domain and may be reproduced or copied without 
permission from SAMHSA or the authors. Citation of the source is appreciated. Do not reproduce or 
distribute this presentation for a fee without specific, written authorization from the Mountain Plains 
MHTTC. For more information on obtaining copies of this presentation please email 
ebriley@wiche.edu. 

At the time of this presentation, Tom Coderre served as acting SAMHSA Assistant Secretary. The 
opinions expressed herein are the views of Rana Razzaque and do not reflect the official position of the 
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), or SAMHSA. No official support or endorsement of 
DHHS, SAMHSA, for the opinions described in this presentation is intended or should be inferred.

The work of the Mountain Plains MHTTC is supported by grant H79SM081792 from the Department of 
Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.



The Mountain Plains Mental Health Technology Transfer 
Center
The Mountain Plains Mental Health Technology 
Transfer Center (Mountain Plains MHTTC) provides 
training and technical assistance to individuals who 
serve persons with mental health concerns throughout 
Region 8 (Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Utah and Wyoming).

We belong to the Technology Transfer Center (TTC) 
Network, a national network of training and technical 
assistance centers serving the needs of mental health, 
substance use and prevention providers. The work of 
the TTC Network is under a cooperative agreement by 
the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service 
Administration (SAMHSA). 



Land Acknowledgement 
Statement

Today, the University of North Dakota rests on the 
ancestral lands of the Pembina and Red Lake Bands of 

Ojibwe and the Dakota Oyate - presently existing as 
composite parts of the Red Lake, Turtle Mountain, 

White Earth Bands, and the Dakota Tribes of 
Minnesota and North Dakota. We acknowledge the 

people who resided here for generations and 
recognize that the spirit of the Ojibwe and Oyate 

people permeates this land. As a university 
community, we will continue to build upon our 

relations with the First Nations of the State of North 
Dakota - the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation, 

Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Nation, Spirit Lake Nation, 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, and Turtle Mountain Band 

of Chippewa Indians.
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A Brave Community

one of the most vital ways we 
sustain ourselves is by building 

communities of resistance, places 
where we know we are not alone

bell hooks

https://native-land.ca/



Choose a photo that you feel 
connects most with an 
aspect of your identity. 

Share which photo you 
chose and why in 1 sentence.



Learning Objectives
I am working to…

enhance awareness 
of identity, culture, beliefs, and biases

understand the relationship 
of systemic inequity, implicit bias, and their impact on students and families

develop a plan to combat implicit bias,
in order to cultivate belonging and equal opportunity 
for every person in my school and community



Circles of Trust



Developmental History

Affective Experiences
Culture

Self

Implicit Bias



Aligning Our Actions with Our Values

○ Perspective Taking
○ Combatting single narratives

■ Read diverse authors 
■ Watch diverse films/shows 
■ Cultivate critical friends 
■ Go to museums/cultural centers 
■ Expand who you follow on social media
■ What does building multicultural community look like? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story


Make Friends to Tackle Bias



Strategies to Increase Awareness

○ Mindfulness
○ Implicit Bias Association Tests

■ Project Implicit (*take one at a time)
○ Build in time for reflection 

and authentic analysis
■ Data
■ Observation
■ TEAMWORK
■ Ask, and accept the answers

https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/mountain-plains-mhttc/event/culturally-responsive-engagement-through-mindfulness
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
https://www.nytimes.com/video/us/100000004818668/check-our-bias-to-wreck-our-bias.html?playlistId=video/who-me-biased


Equity Literacy Action Plan

How specifically will you grow 
your ability to recognize 

your own biases?

How will you respond to the 
biases you identify?

What will you do to redress the 
conditions that contribute 

to your biases?

Recognize

Respond

Redress



Questions and Closing Thoughts

• What are you sitting with?
• What questions do you have 

today?
• What would support your 

learning next week?
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